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Tag u n 9 5 b e r ich t

Kategorientheorie

18~9. bis 25.9.1983

41/1983

Oie Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Gray

(Urbana), Herrn Herrlich (Bremen) und Herrn

Pumplün (Hagen) statt und hatte durch die vielen

ausländischen Gäste internationalen Charakter.

Es wurde u.a. über sehr interessante Entwicklun-

gen auf dem Gebiet der kategoriellen Topologie,

der Theorie der Topoi und der Anwendungen der

Kategorientheorie a~f die Analysis berichtet.

Während und nach den Vorträgen gab es einen leb-
. .

haften Gedankenaustausch, der für alle Te~lnehmer,

besonders aber für die jüngeren Kollegen, sehr

anregend gewesen sein dürfte.
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J. Adamek: Classification of Structures Using Set Functors

By a result of Kucera and Pultr, each strongly fibre-small

concrete category has a full, concrete ernbedding into same

S(F) . Here F is a set functor, and S(F) has objects

(A,a) where a ~ FA and morphisms f: (A,a) - (B,b) are

maps such that Ff (a) ~ b . Since all usual categories are

strongly fibre-small, set funetors can be used to·llelassify" •

concrete eategories. For example, the definition of struc-

ture in Bourbaki uses S(F) where F is a composition of

p (the powe~-set functor), hom(M,-} and KM (hom-func-

tor and its left adjoint) i all these categories have uni-

versal finaZ structures (final structures preserved.by pull-

backs), and hence, they are quasi topoi in the sense of Penon.

Theorem. S(F) is a quasitopos iff F covers pullbacks.

A eategory has a full eoncrete embedding~into a quasito

pos S(F) iff it is strictly fibre-small in the sense of

Koubek and the author. Moreover, these quasitopoi have a

simple characterization. Let us call ~ concrete category

atomic if in the fibre of any set, the join of atoms is the

largest element.

Theorem. An atomic- eategory has universal final structu

res iff it is c9ncretely isomorphie to S(F} for some set

funetor F covering pullbacks.

B. Banaschewski: Abelian Groups in a Loealic Topos: Inde-
composable Injectives

A natural question concerning the category AbShL of abe

lian groups in the topos ShL of sheaves on aloeale L is:

Howare (1) special objects, or (2) properties, of AbShL
determined by L? Regarding indecomposable injectives, any

point . ~ : L - 2 of Land any indecomposable injective P

in Ab , i.e. P is Z(p~) for some pri~e p or ~, ~rovide

the indecomposable ~*P in AbShL given by

(~*P)U =.p for ~(U) = 1,0 for ~(U) = Q.'

PROPOSITION 1. The indecomposable injectives of AbShL are

exactly these ~*P.

•
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As to the plentitude of indecomposable injective~ in AbShL

we have:

PROPOSITION 2. The indec~mposable injectives cogenerate

AbShL iff L is spatial.

PROPOSITION 3. Every injective in AbShL is a direct

sum of indecomposable injectives iff L is covered by'the·

U E·L for which the Ascendin(f Chain Condition ho'lds below U •

The subgroups of, indecomposable ·injectives are the uniform

groups.

PROPOSITION 4. Every A EAbShL is a sum.of uniform groups

ifr L is Boolean atomic .

. This work was done jointly with Kiran·Bhutani.

J. Benabou: Cartesian matrices

Let <0,0 '> : ]X - lAx IB be a functor. For each obj ect B E lB

(resp. A E JA we denote by: ]X(-,B) (resp. ]X (A'.,-) ) the

fiber of· 0' (resp. 0) over B (resp.. A ), by <SB: IX(-,B)

- JA (resp. äi: lX(A,-) - m) the 'restriction of ä <.resp.

6·' ) and jB': ]X(-,B) e.-. IX (resp. .jA: lX(A,-) '-+-'IX -) the

inclusion considered as a functor over" JA (resp. m).
We say that ]X (with <0,0'» -is a '(cartesian) matrix of

type (JA ,m) if it satisfies:

(i) The functors oB (resp. 0i') are"fibrations (resp. co

fibrations) and the functors jB (resp. j~). are cartesian

over JA (resp. cocartesian over m).
(ii) The maps of IX which are cocartesian over m "are

stable under inverse images along .the maps which are carte

sian over JA.

We "denote ·by <tart (lX, IX') the 2-category ·of maps between ma-

trices IX, IX'· of type (lA, lB) •

THEOREM: Let IX, IY, lZ. be matrices of types (JA ,m) ,
(m, (X) and (lA, 0:) • We define matrices IX' @ lY ,

<tartlA (lX, ZZ) , <tocartm (lY, lZ) of types (JA, <1:) " (m ,<t)

and (JA, lB) and prove:

"<tart (DC" ,<tocartm (lY, .ll).)· ~ <l:art (:IX "0 lY ,Zl) ~ <l:art (lY ta:ar~ (lX", 71.».
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THEOREM: If F: lF1b(lB) ~ Fib(lA) is a 2-functor whieh

has ~ right 2-~joint there exists a' matrix ]X of type (lA, IB)

such that F is 2-equivalen:t to lY" ]X 0 IY .

F." Borceux: Loealic Distributors and the Functoriality of the
Speetra Constructions

A s~ectrum construetion for"non-commutative rings associates to

a ri~g R so~e loeale Spee(R) . One would expeet.some morphism

of Iocales Spec (R) - Spee (S) assoeiated to a ."ring homomorphism"

f : R - S . Unfortunately this i8 generally nOt the ease. Never

theless there roust be same functoriality property in the problem

and I intend to exhibit it.

A morphism of loeale~ is a functor Spee (R) - Spec.(S) ·whieh pre-

~ 'serves finite 1\ and arbitrary v. If you 'rep1ace "funetor n

by Itdistributor n you obtain the 2-category of Ioeales and 10

calic distributors. The localic distributars between two Ioea

les constituteanew "Ioeale and the composition on the left or

. on the right with a Iocalic distributor has 'a right adjoint.

Any Ioeal,ie distributor can be represented' by the representable

ones. A spectrum construction for rings produces a lax-functor

from the categoiy of rings to the 2-category of localic distri~

butors. Many other examples can be produced.

R. Brown: A survey of groupoid methods in mathematics

A groupoid i8 a small category in which every morphism is in

vertible. Groupoids arise and are used in homotopy theory

-O:.he fundameritalgroupoid, multiple groupoid), category theory •

(clearly), rin9,theory (maximal orders), group theory (proofs

of su~group theorems), differential topology (holonomy grou

poid, groupoids of germs of homeomorphisms), differential geo

metry (the theory of connections), ergodie theory, (Mackey's Theo

ry of virtual groups),analysis (the c*-algebra of a measured

group~id), algebraic K-theory (obstruction to excision), alge

braie geometry (Picard groupoidsl.

The aim of the ta~k is to give "concrete examples of groupoids,

to attempt to draw together those separate applications and to

indicate some overall moral. The eonclusion is that 'the extension
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of viewpoint from groups to groupoids, and in particular the

. applications af structured groupoids, 1s likely to prove in

creasingly important.

G.C.L~ Brümmer: Completion-true FunctorialUniformities

Let unifo denote the category of separated uniform spaces,

Tych the category of completely regular Hausdorff spaces,
. .

T : uni:fo - Tych the forgetfull functor" and K: Unifo - unifa
the complet~on functor. A s~ction F· of T ~s called compZe

tion-true if KF'= FTKF . An equivalent condition is that F

is spanned by a class of'complete spaces. If' F is completion

true, then TKF is an epireflection in Tych onto a subcate

gory lying between the compact and th~ topologically comple~e

spaces. Every epireflective subcategory of Tych' can be re

presented in thisway, hut in general not uniquely. We discuss

results and· problems related to the search for examples of sec

tions which are ·not completion-true.

Y. Diers: An axiomatic description of categories of locally
boölean sheaves of simole algebras

Categories of sheaves of simple algebras on locally boolean

spaces can bedescribed axiom~tically by universal properties.

This descriptian induces the.localisation process which associa

tes to any objec~ its maximal spectrurn' and the famil~. of" simple

quotient objects, as weIl as the globalisation process whibh

rebuilds an object from the .family of its. localis.ations, by ta

king the object of continuous sections with boolean support. It

provides a unique proof of a lot of representation theorems of

al.gebr~s by. sheaves Of. simple algebras. and a~low.s us to ..use

categorical constructions as fracti9n categories, monadic cate

gories, ~omm~ categories, to get new representation theo~ems.

Unitary objects can be described axiom~tically and are ~hown to

be exactly those object5 whose maximal spectrum is boolean, so

~hat categories of unitary ~bjects ~re exactly ·categories of simp

le algebras on boolean spaces, and can be described axiomati

cal~y•. The precise link between thos~ two kinds of ca~egories
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is stated by an equivalence of 2-categories and we are able to

solve, for regular rings and algebras at least, the eternal prob

lem: Good rings must have a unit or not?

J. Duskin: 2-Dimensional-Non-Abelian-Cocvcles

The success of.the use of simplicial techniques using groupoids

(and even categories) as non-abelian coefficients in 1-dimensio

nal cohomology via t~e definition (for example in a topos)

1 (1 ) lim [ 0 I'! ( 1)] .
H (JE iG ) def ~ HomSimplelE C ,Ner(J ) (J..e.. , •.

COE (Cov (JE)

homotopy classes of simplicial ma~s from coverings into the nerve

of.the category G(1» and its interpretation as isomorphism clas

ses of torsors under G(1) (i.e. as locally representable inter

nal functors, JE GOP ) has led to an investigat~on of the use

of 2 (and higher dimensional categories) as coefficients in

the definition 'of H2 .· (and higher d~ensional versions) via

the same definition using the nerve of a 2-category G(2) •

This simplici~l object has, the form (in the dual)
a .

x~x

a
o' ~11 ......-- aal

_ ~~ a12~ Xo-Xl:=:=::: Xc

02 X
2

where the tetrahedra is required to satisfy the equation

(l2 0 (ao * f o1 ) =' Cl, 0 (f 23 ... (l3) , wfth similar (~ut more compli- .

cated) conditions for higher dimensions, (now calculated through

dim 6 ). Using various choices of G(2) and X , the resulting
2 . (2) , (2) 0 , .'2-cocycles, 11 (Xo ' G ) Def Sirnpl (Xo ' Ner (G . », include Schreie

factor systems for groupi all abelian 2-cocyclesi pseudo-func

torsi the Grothendieck-Giraud H2 as weIl as Bauer's natural

linear and quadratic systems of groups for his theory of exten

sions of categories.

A. Frölicher: Differentiable structures

Any set M of maps from m to m (or from A to B, where

A and 'B . are arbitrary fixed sets) generates a concrete topo

logical category KM. In the case M = Cco(lR, lR} , discussed
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in the proceedings of the Gummersbach Conference under the

title "smooth structures.", KM is cartesian closed and con

tains not only the catego~ of classical smooth manifolds, but

also smooth Banach- and Frechet-manifolds. We now present a

similar approach for the finitely differentiable case. :

M=Ck(lR, m} turned out to be not useful; but:t;eplac~'ng tl:le conti

nuity condition on the k-th derivative by the condition "locally

Lipschitz" we obtain the very usefui set M = Lk(lR, lR) . The

study of the associated category KM involves hard analysis;

but it yields not only a very elegant and gener~~ differentia

tion theory, but also results which are new even for maps bet

ween Banach spaces. Many of the results were obtained in colla

boration with Bernard Gisin and Andreas .Kriegl.

J. W. Gray: Intrinsic Linear Programming

A linear program is an'extremal problem in which cx is maximi

zed subject to the condi tion Ax Sb. Describe" this as a dia-
c' ·A b .

gram lP: R - V, - V2 - R where V, and V2 are preord-

dered (topologic~l) vector spaces and A; band c -are (con

tinuous) linear transformations.Homomorphisms of programs are

suitable translations of diagrams. If' 1 : R -l- R -1- R -l- R

then suitable homomorphisms x : 1 - IP are called points of ]p
- *while suitable 'homomorphisms w: IP - 1 . are called copoints. *

* -b*· * -A .(Here, for any lP, the dual is given by lP : R - V2 -
* -c* -V

1
-R.)Pointshavevalues ll(x) with 11(lP)'=max11(x}

while copoints have covalues 'V (00) with 'V (IP) = max v (w) • It

is always the case that 11 (lP) + 'V (IP) SO, and IP is said to

have a duality gap if this is strictly less 'than 0 .

THEOREM: Suppo'se lP is 'regular or dual regular.

(i) If lP 1s reflexive then IP does not have a duality gap.

(ii) If lP is not reflexive then .the form of the possible dua

~ity gap can be precisely described;

(iii)]P* does not have a duality gap.
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c. Greither: Cancellation for Commutative Algebras

Rings and algebras all commutative.

PROBLEM: Given "an R-algebra. A s.t .. A[T" ... ,TmJ ~ R[T" .. ~,

Tn+mJ , when does it foil~w that A ~ R[T" ••. '~nJ? (.A is
called "stably free~.)

Two generalizations of stable freeness are introduced. If n =, ,
the rings R with a positive answer can be described (Asanuma).

If n = 2 and R = <t I we have the famous "cancellation theoreinlle

A generalization of this problem (which was recently solved in

·the affirmative) to arbitrary base fields is discussed. We also
. .

treat the generalized cases of invertible and of projectiv~ R-al-

gebras.

We overview a K-theory for invertible algebras, due to Cannell.

R. Harting: Lattice aspects of radical ideals and T,-locales

As a~ approach to the question whether the Boolean Ultrafilter

Theorem iso strang enough to ensure the existence of prime ideals

in arbitrary rings with unit, some lattices of radical ideals

'are examined. It is shown.that the lattices LldA, JIdA and

BldA of Levitzki, Jacobson and Brown-McCoy radical:ideals, re

spectively, are compact locales, and that BldA is even a com

pact T~ (= S~bfit (IsbeIl) = conjunctive (Sirnmons) loeale.

On the other hand, classieally (i.e. using the Axiom of Ch6ice)~.

BldA is the topology of the maximal spectrum MaxA, and each

compact T, Ioeale is aetually a BldA, e~en for ~ommutative ~.

A . Also it is proved that compact T, Iocales are spatial 1ff ~

the Almost Maximal Ideal Theore~ (Johnstone) holds. Thus,.at

least the· latter guarantees the existenee of prime ideals in

arbi.tr"ary .rings.

H. Herrlich: Universal Topology

Topological eategories are described as full subcategories of

(co-)functor-structured categories, definable by means cf to

pological (co-) axioms. Convenienee properties for topological

categories are introdueed providing a natural generalization

of such seemingly different c'oneepts as Ioeales and cartesian

closed topologieal categories.
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M. Höppner: Deltas of Dimension 1

A delta .A , i.e. a small skeletal category with trivial en

domorphisms. only, is called of (weak) dimension 1 if

(weak) global dirn (A,M) + (we~k) global dirn M
for every module category M. Based on homological and modu

le-theoretic arg~ents we give the following characterizations:

1) A delta A 1s of weak dimension 1 iff A is rigid.

2) A delta A 1s of dimension 1 iff A is rigid and locally

artinian.

A -+- B
i- ~

C -+- D

s.t. both tri~ng-

(A category C is called rigid if for every

commutative square

there is a morphism B -+- C or C'-+- B in C

les commute.)

The eorresponding 'results for partially ordered sets are already

known and due to Brune and Mitchell.

R.-E. Hoffman~: Some Categorieal Aspeets of Continuous
Lattice Theory

Three topies from eontiunOß lattice theory are diseussed to

which the ideas of eategory theory have made a signifieant eon

t~ibution:

1) Some roonadic funetors.

2) Projective sober spaces, projeetiveness w.r. to a rig~t adjoint.

3) A topo~ogical ~unetor.

ad 1) Loeally quasicompaet sober spaces such that finite.inter

seetions of quasieompact saturated suhsets are quasicompaet and

continuous .maps whieh are "perfeet" (inverse im~ges of sat. qua

sie. subsets are quasie.) have a monadic i~clusi~n into. ~OPo

(H. Sinunons, Top. Appl. 13, 201-23 (1982» (Saturated = inter-

~ection of its neighborhoods). We replace in this result "q?a

sie." by "supereompact" (or "monogenie": every open cover roust

contain the total s~t): Observe that the resulting spaces are

the eontinuous lattices (in disguised form), and, thus" the

Ptransferred" result is due to A. Day (Canad. J. 27,50-9 (1975».

A more reeent characterization of the·injective hull of a locally

supercompact sober·space = (continuous poset, Scott topology)
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is transferredintb an existence theorem for a certain extension

of locally q)lasicompact.spaces, the "Fell compactification"

(Arbeitspapiere 27, Univ. Bremen ,1982) •

ad 2) M. Sobral's (Quaest. Math. 1984?) solution to a question

raised in Springer LNM 871 (1981), p. 135 is delineated.

ad 3) The topologicity of a functor (2.7 in Manuscripta Math.

27, 401-32 (1979» is explained.

M. Husek: Topolocigal motivation for category theory

Suppose that V is a functor on a category A into a category

B I F is a class of morphisms in Band Maclass of ob

jects of B suchfthat for any B, ..!....B 2 from Fand any ME M ,

the map B (B 2 ,M) -M..- B (B1 ,M) is onto. There is a procedure

using tte ftnlctor V, which allows to enlar.ge the class F wi th

preservation proper.ty described above w1th M • As an example

one may take the Dugundji extensiQn theorem in Top B (F is

the class of closed embeddings of metrizable spaces, M is the

class of Banach'spaces), take A = Unif ,and the result is that

the Dugundjitheorem is valid for the bigger class of embeddings

of completely regular s~aces X '-Y preserving fine unifo'rmi'

ties. This is e.g. the case when one takes for Y any product

of metrie spaces and for. X its subspace such that X is regu

larly closed and X is G
ö

-dense in X (the recent result due

to Husek and Pelant). Consequences and related results will be

mentioned.

J. Isbell: Polynomials in modules

Polynomial functions of degree at most n between finite-dimen

sional vector spaces are characterized by functional equations.

They apply as weIl in infinite-dimensional spaces , once one sett

les what the'polynomial funetions are; for .that see N. Roby,

Ann. Sei.. Ecole Norm. SUpe (3)80 (1.9'63), 215-348. However , bey

ond fields I diverge from Roby, who excludes x'" ;<x 2 -x) on

Z . Over any commutative ring R I polynomial functions are de

fined here by functional equations (a recursive set of them if

•

•
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R is thoroughly known). The justification is of the following

form: The polynomial functions of degree at most n between

modules form the smallest class eontaining the values of poly

nomial expressions and mapping bijeetively by (1),preeeding

with a module epimorphism, (2) -following with a module monomor

phism, and (3) change of base by a surjeetive ring morphism. The

polynamial expressions are defined in a' set of variables {xa } ,

with eoeffieients in any module A: They are expressions E aAmA '

wi th a A E A and the mA monomials in the x a of bounded

degree ..

G. Jarzembski: Spectral Algebraie Theories and their algebras

The notion of "partially multiadjoint functor" is the extension

of the eon,eepts "right adjoint functor" and "~unctor having a

left multiadjoint". Let U: A - B be' a functor, V - a subeat. of

A with ObO = ObA . For every B - object B inst~ad of looking

for one (ar a set) universal morphism we 'I'ook for '''universal or

dered family SB 11 such that every U-m~rphism with domain B

faetors through a morphism from SB followed by a V-~o:r:'phism and

this fac'~orization is "greatest" with respeet'to the·order on SB.

Partially multiadjoint funetors generate spectral aigebraic theo

ries /SAT/ and categories of aigebras for such theories are con

strueted •. Classical results by using "part. mult. funetors" in

stead of "adjoint funetors"are extended. Theorem: "For every firii

tary SAT in Set its category of algebras is is~morphie with

"weak variety" of partial algebras of su·itable finitary typeIl is

proved.

P. T. Johnstone: Open loeales and exponentiation

The following theorems were inspired by reeent work of Gaunee

Lewis on exponentiation in the eategor~ of weakly Hausdorff

k-spaee over a fixed base spaee B.

THEOREM 1: Let A be a loeally eompaet, ope~ Ideale. Then the

exponential fu~etor (-) A : Loc - Loc ' preserve regulari ty and

strong Hausdorffnes5~

THEOREM 2: Let A be a locally eompact, regular loeale such

that the funetor (_)A sends regular Ioeales to strongly Haus

dorff Ioeales. Then A is open.
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Both theorem are proved con~tructively, using a couple of lemmas

whieh exploit the interaction between' the notion of positivity

(for elements of aloeale) and the way-below relation. When 1n

terpreted in the topos of sheaves on B, the theorems yield

results similar to, but not identical with, those of Lewis.

A. Kock: The Comahology of Eilenberg-MacLane topases,
according to Joyal and Wraith

Joyal and Wraith have recently proved a longstanding conjee- .

tureof Wraith: H
4

(K(u,n}} = H
4

(K(u,n}} • Here, the left ~
hand side denotes singular cohomology H* of the Eilenberg-

~-1acLane space K (1T, n); f-{* denot'es topos eohomology (derived

funetor of global-sections functor), and K(lT,n) denotes nthe"

~ ,EiZenberg-MacLane tO~08, defined as a topos~h1ch classifi~s

topos cbhomology. The existence of such a topos was observed

by Wraith many years ago, using the 'logieal ' theory of clas

sifying topases. The proof o~ ~oyal.and Wraith uses Dold-Kan

Puppe Theo~em, results of Quillen and Illusie on topos eohomo

logy for simplicial sets, and Gabriel-Zisman's theory of ano

dyne extensions. The erux is that the set-valued funetors on

FinAc/K(n,n) form a K(n,n) ('FinAc 1s the category of fi

nite acyclic simplicial sets).

Category theoretic problems and results arising in
Synthetic Differential Geometry

In many models of synthetic differential geometry, the infi

nitesimal objects o. are (internal) atoms: (_)0. preser-

ves colimits, or has a right adjoint (-}D. We prove for e
any class V of pointed atoms in E

THEOREM: For fixed M, the category Et/M of V-etale maps

to M is a topos; it comes with an essential geometrie sur

jection E/M - Et/M . (This generalized recent results of

Lawvere and Freyd.)

We also diseuss some prop~rties on an object M, analogous

to infinitesimal linearity, and use this to i~prove work of

Bunge and Sawyer", eonstructing a bijective correspondenee

betweep sprays on M and symmetrie connections on .M •
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D. May Latch: Using Adjoints to Design FP Consistency Checkers,
Interpreters and Type Checkers

Each context-free grammer (CFG) G 'generates two algeb~as:

V(G) = Free category of deri~ations in G, A~g(G) = Algebr~

'of derivable expression sets; and a natural· homomorphism

F : (0 (G) ) op - Aig (G) which" assigns to each derivation"' (d: A - x)

the lanuage F(X~ of expressi~ns derivatio~ from x .

Except for the set operation of union, it is generally und~ci

dable whether there exist representations in V(G) of the set

operations in Alg(G) 'of derivable set intersection (F(x) n

F (x'~) ) and derivable set difference (F (x)' F (x' » •

In the talk, a cl~ss of CFG's'~s developed which have: .

(i) finite set'of generators for both.derivable set intersec

tion and set difference:

(ii).each·generating concatenation operation'in AIg(G),Cartesian .

.By us ing the. M-Adjoint C.onstru?tion..(developed by [ADJ-1980])

w~ichnat~rally~attachestyped variabl~s to;G to form a new

GFG S.CH(G), it !1i11 be shQwn how to use:

(i) Intersection 'representatives to check whether: (a) primi

tive subroutine definitions actually represent functions (FP

Consistency Checker): (b) complex programs are:consistent (FP

Type Checker):

(ii) Set differences to add error messages (FP Semantic Error

Generator):

(iii) Both inter"section and difference sets to build FP Inter

preters.

F.E.J. Linton: A paradoxical distributivity

leads to mapsV
tE II J.

iEI ~

Unlike'the familiar distributivity from ring theory of multi

plication t~rough addition, .which .leads to what Jon Beck has

called a distributive law lM· JA - :JA .::IM between the monads

:IM for monaids and :JA for abelian graups, the distributi-

(
ivity fram lattice th~ory, of mee~ thraugh jains . A (v a j )

iEI jEJ
i

A
X
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that so badly fail to provide a Beck distributive law that they

are not even natural in X • So: can a distributive Iaw possibly

fail to be a distributive Iaw? -You bet your booty.

Free Ioeales and Sierpinskian Cantor spaces

THEOREM: The monadic reflection lE T ... JE of the "object-of

open-sets" functor 0: eSpaces ~in lE) op ... lE assigning to

each object eX,T) EISpaces in lEl (which consists of an ob-
xject X of the elementary topos JE and a subframe T of n ) ..

the object T ••• is exactly the category FJLm(JE) of frames ..

in JE (and frame homomarphisms). [REMARK: This assures us

that in the attempt to use frames to capture the algebraic

essence of topolagy, we have omitted no nonobvious operations

on the Iattices T of "open sets" nar any nonobvious equations

on those operations.] P~OOF SKETCH: (i) 0 has a .left adjoint

as soon as it is representable. (ii) 0 is representable, by

the "Sierpinski space" S; = (n'~n) • (iii) The adjointness

monad arising from 0 , which assigns to X in IlEl the

product topology on the Cantorian power S;X in (Spaces in

JE) , is .the same as the "free Ioeale" monad arisi.;ng from the

(already known-to-be) monadic catego~y FJLm(E) : The' topology

on ffix is the free loeale on X .

R.B. Lüschow: A concept of compactness for sets

The well-known"concept of compactness for sets in a topologi

cal space will be extended to pairs (e,a) (i.e. Cis" a

compact for a system a of sets covering C). By means of

this concept one characterizes: injective ·map, convergence

and continuity (and some conditions), and finite-dimensional

vector-spaces.

Then this concept is studied for its own interest". There are

two functors Se~ ~ Compla~ involved (Compla~: category ofrn "
complete lattices). All this is done hoping to get a "taoI"

for the question: Which prebornologies are topologieal?

•
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S; MacLa~e: The Health of Mathematics

This will be an attempt "to examine the present state of mathe

matical research, with comparisons betwenn the merits of dif

feren~ fields and proposals as to the ~elative importance .of

. such fields - together with comments on current constraints.

Too much publications, to little (ideas 'not publi~hed, but told

privately),to· much attention to past problems with tao little

attention:to direction of research.

A. Möbus: Relational algebras of the filter monad

Let JF (F,q>,K) be the 'filter monad on Se.t [2], and let

Se.tR.(lF) be the category of lF -relat·ional algebras [1].' We

-can consider Clo~ [2] and Top as full reflective subcatego

ries of Se~R(lF) by the adherence resp. conv~rgence rela

tion. We construct the reflective hull·:" LI of. Clo~ U Top in

Se.tR(lF) .' Objects of LI are considered as sets equipped

with a· closure cl and a topology, such that cl(Fl!G) C cl(F)

U G '. Morphisms are maps continuous w. r. t. both structures.

Let. B be the category of bitopological spaces ·(X, S,~) with

S finer than t, and let TP be the category of· sets X

equipped with a topology Sand apreorder, such that ~x

is S-closed for all x EX, wi th the' obvious morphisms. Then

we get full embeddings:

TP~ B --..::!- LI -L Se.tR(lF)

f J

T3- Se..tR ( JE' )

with H,J reflective, U,V coreflective. HVU assigns to

each ·obj'ect of TP a relation, which gen~ralizes th~ limit

inferior relation of the reals.

[1] M. Barr,. Rel~tional Algebras, in: Reports of the Midwest
Category Seminar IV, LN 137(1970), 39-55

[~] A. Day, Filter Monads, Continuous Lattices and Closure
Systems, Canad. Journ. Math. 27(1975), 50-59.

. . .

T. Müller: Chain homotopy pullbacks

In any category

conditions E(2)

C with homotopy system fulfilling the.KAN

E(3) one has the structure of a groupoid
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enriched category and can define the not~on of a homotopy pull

back (pushout). We further assume, that the cylinder functor

of the homotopy system has a right adjoint and that pullbacks

of • 1s wi th k, a fibra tion, pushouts of ..!
with i a cofibration exist~. Supposing C has zero morphisrns,.

we can prove the following

THEOREM: a) If the cofibrations are normal and (cofibrations,

fibrations) are pushout-stable, the~ every homotopy pushout is

a homotopy pullback. b) Dually, if the fibrations are conormal

and (cofibrations, fibrations) are pullback-stable, then every ~
hornotopy pullback is a hornotopy pushout.

EXAMPLE: If A is an abelian category and C:= aA is the cate

gory of chain cornplexes over A provided with the usual homo-'

topy system, then, by the theorem, every ho~otopy 'pushout is a

homotopy pullback and vice versa.

COROLLARY: Mather·s Cube Theorems and their duals hold and the

refore homotopy pullbacks commute wit~ homotopy pushouts, if,

in the corresponding diagr~ any pair of composable squares are

homotopy pullbacks (ar pushouts).

c. Mulvey: And

*In considering the representation of ~on-~ommutativ~ C -alge-

bras introduced by.Giles and Kummer, one meets the lattice

Lid A of closed left ideals of a c*-algebra A. The Gelfand

represent.ation of .A is 'determined by mappi-ngs Lid A** ~ Lid A

given by specialisation of and extension to ideals of the double

dual algebra A** • The lattices Lid A** and Lid Aare ge-

neralisations respectively of those of arbitrary and of open ~
subsets of the maximal spectrum of a commutative c*-algebra

A • To obtain a Gelf~nd duality in the non-commutative case,

one needs ta characterise the lattices involved, demonstra-

ting the way in which a C*-algebra may be recovered from

its n~n-commutat~vemaximal spectrum. Rephrased in terms

of a question in the foun~ations of quantum mechanics, this

problem becomes that of finding a logic within which pro

positions a E (r,s) , expressing the extent ta which states

admi t .the observable a in the rational interval. (r , s) , may

be manipulated to yield the quantised spectrum of a system of

non-commuting observables. It is conjectured that the analo-
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gue of aloeale in this non-commutative situation is that of

a quantaZe, obtained by considering a complete lattice together

with a binary operation ., which is associative and distribu

tive ~ver arbitrary joins on both sides. The logical signifi

cance of this product is th~t of a non-commutative operation

& which interprets the connective 'and later'. The"lattice of
" "" *

closed left ideals of aC-algebra is a quantale with respect

to multiplicatio~ of left ideals. In particular, any quantum

logie canonically determines a quantale.'

~ L.D. Nel: Enriched duality for smooth maps

Continuous maps "f: X -Y correspond via natural bijection to

multiplieative linear maps C(f) :C(Y) - C(X) (classi~al Gel

tand-Naiffiark). E. Binz (1975 monograph) made the correspondence

f ~ C(f) ·continuous· in both directions. Now we make it smooth

in both directions. To da this, we reduce (for abstract cate

gories X) existence of a Binz-like duality to three rather

simple properties of the reals lR as object of X ; at

concrete level we introduce a new category Liss for smooth ana

lysis; .Liss is a lI'topological universe" (~well-fibredconcrete

quasi-topos) •

A. Obtuiowicz: Categories of Partial Algebras

The categories of partial algebras axiomatizable in p-equatio

nal logic (briefly p-equational categories) are- considered. The

p-equational logic has common features with equational logic due

to A•. Tarski but differs from it in forming equations. A p-equa

tiönal catego~y is a category whose class of objects ii the class

of partial algebras being models of .some theory form~lated in p

equational logic: The arrows of'a p-equational category are

weak homomorphisms- cif partial algebras. The category of'applica

tive systems (partial combinatory algebras) and weak homomor

phisms is a p-equational category. The category of small toposes

with canonical subobjects and logical morphisms preserving these

subobjects is a p-equational category.

After giving an outline of main ideas of p-equational logic the

necessary and sufficient conditions are formulated for a category

to be equivalent to a p-equational category.
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H. E. Porst: T-regular functors

Regular functors as introduced by H. Herrlich are the appro

priate nation for sernantical axiomatization of algebra as lang

as the base.category is Sei or a cartesian closed top9logical

category T: X - Se~ . However, the underlying space functors

of categories of universal algebra A - X over arbitrary (mono-)

topological categories T: X - Se~ in general will. fail to be

regular. Hen~e, given a ~ono-topological functor T:X - Se~ we

introduce the concept of aT-regular functor s.t. lse~-regular ~
= regular. T-regular functors then turn out to be in a sense pre

cisely the underlying space functors of (general) topological

algebra. Besides some useful properties of these functors we

prove a representation theorem, which - when specialized to

T = 1Set - gives a new proof of the weIl known representation

theorem for regular functors.

D. purnplün: Co~vex spaces and the Hahn-Banach theorem

Rode proved an abstract version of the Hahn-Banach theorem

(Arch. Math. 31, 1978), from which al~ known versions of this

theorem follow. The frame within which he proves his result is

a (single) universal algebra with commuting operations. The

Eilenberg-Moore algebras of Banach spaces, called totally con

vex spaces (cp. -Pumplün-Röhrl, Banach spaces and totally con-

.vex spaces I, to appear in Comm. Alg.) furnish a whole cate

gory of algebraswithcommuting operations. Modifying Rodels

idea in a non trivial way it is possible to prove a Hahn-Banach

theorem. for totally convex spaces. The result generalizes Rodels

substantially, because the operations on totally convex spaces

are infinitary and the convex resp. concave bounding functionals

are bounded. 1t is shown that all of Rodels examples are in

fact Hahn-Banach theorems for'categories of universal algebras.

J. Reitermann: On locally small based equational theories

Locally small based equational theories, which include varietal

theories = 'those correspond~ng to triples and some non-varietal

ones, such as complete lattice theory, are shown to correspond
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precisely to varieties of functor algebras. Thus, the category

of T-algebras for T l.s.b. is always legitimate, in fact, small

fibred. We present several examples showing that the basic struc

ture-sematics relations viz that T StrSem T , Sem T

SemStrSem T are iso are fulfilledfor same non-varietal l.s.b.

theories, but for same they fail to be true in a very strang way.

G. Richter: Locally noetherian categories of functors

We try to characterize small categories X for which the fol

lowing generalized version of the HiZbert Basis Theorem holds:

(+) C-Mod locally noetherian ~ C-ModX locally noetherian,

where C ~ 0 is a "ring with several objects" in the sense of

B. Mitchell. The special case, where X is a group and C a

commutative field, is an unsolved classical problem. But there

are .char~cterizations for other .important clas~es of small cate

gories X, narnely posets (M. Höppner) and path categories_of

quivers (0. Höinghaus, -). As a common generaliza~io~ of these

two and other known cases we have the following

THEOREM: .Let X be weIl ordered (i.e. every morphism functor

X(X,-) factorizes over the category of weIl ordered sets and

strictly increasing maps). Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (+) holds for X (and same C ~ 0 )

(ii) every morphism functor X(X,-) . fulfils the a.c.c. on sub

functors.

J. Rosicky: Categories of models

Let Mod(T) be the (concrete) category of models of a first

order theory T with homomorphisms as morphisms. T is fini

tary, one-sorted and of a finitary type T , empty models and

O-ary relation symbols are admitted. The determination of the

theory by its category of models was. considered by Makkai and

Lascar. We show that the concrete case is connected with the

category invariance of ultraproducts. It enables us to find a

large class ~ of theor1es (including all Horn theories) with

the property that s,r E ~ are isomorphie (via v?A-interpre

tations) iff Mod(S) , Mod(r) are concretely isomorphie. The

charaeterization ~f (eonerete) categories Mod(T) is unclear
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even among locally finitely presentable eategories. The reason

for the last fact is that limits in Mod(T) need not be cano

nical, i.e. computed in Mod(T) . The canonieal· case is covered

by the Coste's ~esult characterising (concrete) categories of

models of limit theories. We will.characterize concrete catego

ries of models of more general regular theories (in the sense

of Makkai). Weakly initial objects are used here and they also

make possible to prove that the dual ·of the category of compact

Hausdorff topological spaces is not isomorphie to Mod(T) for

any T with canonical products (it solves the problem of Bank

ston) .

G~ Strecker: Cartesian closed topological hulls

A method is given for the construction of cartesian closed

topological hulls of concrete categories K ~ X over suitab

le X . In the case that X = Se~ and K has constant mor

phisms, it specializes to an earlier result of Adamek and the

speaker. In the case that X is a terminal category, it pro

vides a "locale hull" for meet semi-lattices.

Berichterstatter: D·. Pumplün
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